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Abstract

CrossFit is a combination of movements from various sport disciplines such as Olympic Weightlifting, Powerlifting and Gymnastics executed at high intensity. It has shown to bring about physiological and psycho-social benefits to members, increasing exercise adherence. Established in 2005, CrossFit has seen an exponential growth since, with 13,991 CrossFit affiliates worldwide. The popularity of the program despite its disposition to injury requires greater attention to its safety. This research aims to understand (1) reasons of injury among CrossFitters; (2) Injury management techniques among CrossFitters. In-depth interviews were conducted with nine CrossFitters from five Singapore CrossFit affiliates. Data was transcribed and thematically analyzed. Findings revealed that causes of injury include poor workout program designs, insufficient physiological knowledge passed down from coaches to athletes, athlete's impatience when learning new skills as well as athletes conforming to performance and peer pressures. Further, Crossfitters manage their injuries through self-care physiological means and with professional guidance. The study concludes that coaches play a vital role in both the prevention and management of injuries. Therefore, they should design their programs with the athlete's safety in mind and foster an environment that values patience, strength building discipline and safety. Athletes should also pay extra attention to their movement technique and be self-reflective in their physical capabilities. All athletes should regularly practice conservative physiological recovery methods and seek treatment or diagnosis from medical practitioners when necessary.

INTRODUCTION

CrossFit is a strength and conditioning program which aims to optimize physical competencies across 10 fitness domains – cardiovascular, endurance, stamina, strength, flexibility, power, speed, coordination, agility, balance and accuracy (CrossFit, 2019). This fitness regimen incorporates movements from a variety of sports – Olympic Weightlifting, Powerlifting and Gymnastics amongst many others (CrossFit, 2019). CrossFitters are presented a Workout of the Day (WOD) daily, consisting of a combination of functional movements executed at high intensity. Emphasis is placed on either (1) maximum repetitions in a given time or (2) finishing a certain number of repetitions in the shortest time possible, focusing on movement efficiency (Summitt et al., 2016). CrossFit prides itself for its scalability in terms of load progressions and movement modifications, keeping it accessible for individuals of varying strength and fitness levels (Montalvo et al., 2017). Established in 2005, CrossFit now has 13,991 CrossFit affiliates worldwide (CrossFit, n.d.). The number of athletes worldwide signing...
up for the annual CrossFit Opens, a 5-weeks CrossFit online competition, has also increased substantially, from approximately 26,000 athletes in 2011 (Tabata Times, 2014) to 358,646 in 2019 (Balf, 2019).

Past studies reported the physiological benefits of CrossFit, including improvements in body composition and maximal aerobic capacity after 10 weeks (Smith et al. 2013). Improvements in work capacity were also experienced by US army soldiers after 6 weeks (Paine et al., 2010). When compared to conventional gym members, CrossFitters experience a significantly greater sense of belonging to their community (Kuhn, 2013; Dawson, 2017). Higher levels of intrinsic motivation such as enjoyment and challenge were also experienced by CrossFitters (Fisher et al., 2016). Such positive experiences were reported to be positively correlated to higher exercise adherence rates as compared to standard aerobic and resistance training groups (Heinrich et al., 2014; Meyer et al., 2017).

However, CrossFit has also received a reputation of being high injury in nature. It has been criticized for the high volumes of technically demanding movements and the lack of proper education among CrossFit coaches (Simmons, 2014). CrossFit also has been criticized for not adhering to recognized fitness guidelines such as the lack of rest between sets and high-volume training sessions, thereby promoting high levels of overuse, overreaching and overtraining among athletes (Bergeron et al., 2011). The lack of sports science knowledge among CrossFit coaches, high volumes of technically demanding movements, and athletes performing exercises with flawed techniques were also discussed as potential causes of injuries (Mullins, 2015). Fatigue induced from the high intensity demands of CrossFit was also shown to decrease concentration levels, leading to athletes performing multi-joint power movements or lifting heavy weights with erroneous technique, increasing injury risk (Montalvo et al., 2017; Parkkari et al., 2008; Keogh & Winwood, 2017). Furthermore, rhabdomyolysis was also known among CrossFitters, which is when muscles break down during excessive exercise, inducing kidney intoxication (Robertson, 2017; Ross, 2018).

Past studies have analyzed injury prevalence rates among CrossFitters through survey instrumentation. However, the timelines to which researchers looked into differed across studies, resulting in mixed results. Injuries sustained 6 months prior to survey completion provided mixed results of 56.1%, 26% and 19.4% (Mehrab et al., 2017; Montalvo et al., 2017; Weisenthal et al., 2014). A higher injury prevalence rate of 30.5% was reported for injuries sustained 12 months prior to completing the survey (Feito et al., 2018). Similarly, when researchers looked into injuries sustained during CrossFit, with no specific timeline given, a higher prevalence rate of 34%, 73.5% and 31% were obtained (Aune & Powers, 2017; Hak et al., 2013; Sprey et al., 2016).

The most common injury locations include the knee, lower back and shoulder (Aune & Powers, 2017; Feito et al., 2018; Hak et al., 2013). This is similar to injuries attained among Olympic weightlifters and powerlifters (Aasa et al., 2017). Shoulder injuries were attributed mainly to executing gymnastics and Olympic weightlifting movements while lower back injuries were mainly due to powerlifting movements (Claudino et al., 2018; Summitt et al., 2016; Weisenthal et al., 2014; Klimek et al., 2018). Other factors such as competitiveness, height, mass and lack of experience were also found to increase injury risks (Aune & Powers, 2017; Feito et al., 2018; Mehrab et al., 2017; Montalvo et al., 2017). Athletes commonly attributed their injuries to overexertion, improper technique and relapse of old injuries (Aune & Powers, 2017; Mehrab et al., 2017; Summitt et al., 2016).

Currently, there exists many quantitative studies on the prevalence of injuries among CrossFitters. However, a limited body of qualitative studies have been done on this topic. Qualitative studies utilize the experiences and thoughts of CrossFitters to gain a deeper and holistic understanding on why injuries occur. Thus, allowing CrossFit coaches and athletes to pay more attention to injury-causing behaviors, hopefully reducing the frequency of injuries. Previous studies have also yet investigate ways CrossFitters manage their injuries for them to sustain their training regimen and prevent future injuries. This research aims to understand (1) reasons of injury among CrossFitters; (2) Injury management techniques among CrossFitters.

METHODS

Participants
Participants with a minimum of 2 years CrossFit experience, actively training in a Singapore CrossFit affiliate and with previous musculoskeletal injuries from CrossFit were eligible for the study. Following similar studies, a musculoskeletal injury was defined as “any new musculoskeletal pain, feeling, or discomfort as a result of a CrossFit workout that met one of the following criteria: (1) Total
removal from CrossFit training and other outside routine physical activities for >1 week; (2) Modification of normal training activities in duration, intensity, or mode for >2 weeks; (3) Any physical complaint severe enough to warrant a visit to a health professional” (Aune & Powers, 2017; Feito et al., 2018; Mehrab et al., 2017).

Purposive sampling was done to recruit 9 participants from 5 Singapore CrossFit affiliates. 6 participants identified as CrossFit coaches (3 recreational athletes, 3 competitive athletes) while the other 3 identified as recreational athletes. Athletes sustained an average of 2 injuries (range = 1 to 3) from CrossFit, with most of its injuries sustained at the lower back (n= 7) followed by shoulders (n= 6) then wrist (n= 4) and knees (n= 2). Characteristics on the various participants were presented in Table 1. Participants were referred to by numbers throughout the report to protect their identities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant No.</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Training Experience</th>
<th>Coaching Experience</th>
<th>Training Sessions per Week</th>
<th>Training Hours per Week</th>
<th>Location of injuries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>LB, K, W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>9 years</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>LB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10 years</td>
<td>6 years</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>LB, W, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>LB, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6.5 years</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>LB, W, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>LB, W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>2.5 years</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>S, K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>8 years</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>LB, S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. LB = Lower Back; K = Knee; W = Wrist; S = Shoulder

Data Collection

Upon approval from the institutional research ethics board, semi-structured in-depth face-to-face interviews were conducted at a conducive location and time provided by the participants. Prior to the interview sessions, the researcher explained the background and aims of the study before getting participants to sign the required consent forms (appendix B). Interviews lasted 30 to 45 minutes and were digitally recorded by the researcher’s personal hand-held device. The interviews consisted of broad open-ended questions followed by spontaneous probes and follow-ups (appendix C) (Schneider et al., 2017). Interview questions focused on understanding (1) the participants; (2) What and how participants sustained their injuries; (3) How participants managed their injuries; (4) What will Coaches tell their clients when they do sustain an injury. The intimate yet focused conversation provides a comfortable setting for participants to provide diverse, in-depth and detailed thoughts and responses as well as giving participants the chance to contribute novel ideas that may not have been thought of by the researcher (Schneider et al., 2017). After the interview, participants were sent their transcripts with the relevant interpretations for member check.

Data Analysis

All interviews were transcribed in verbatim. Transcription notations were adapted for easier comprehension (Poland, 2002). Interviews were thematically analyzed following the guidelines offered by Braun and Clarke (2006) and Langdridge (2004). There were 3 steps following this data analysis – Descriptive coding, interpretative coding, generating overarching themes. The researcher got familiar with the contents of the transcripts 1 by 1, before highlighting and commenting on relevant material. Descriptive codes were then established. Descriptive codes from all the transcripts were then clustered together and interpreted, forming interpretative codes. Interpretative codes were then clustered and grouped under higher order, more abstract themes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Semi-structured in-depth interviews were conducted with nine participants (five males, four
females) to gain a deeper and holistic understanding of the reasons for injury and injury management techniques among CrossFitters. Two overarching themes were generated to answer the two research questions respectively.

**Causes of Injuries among CrossFitters**

Accounts revealed that poor program designs, passing down insufficient physiological knowledge as well as athletes' skewed mindset towards training were causes of injury among CrossFitters.

**Program Design**

Participants mentioned that program designs could put athletes at risk of injury. The lack of proper warm-up prior to WODs was said to be one of the reasons for participants to sustain injuries.

In 1 hour, the Coach would have to squeeze…a strength portion, WOD portion and then the warming up portion… Usually like 5 minutes or like 10 minutes with minimum warming up… I guess different people need different amount of warming up and probably for me that day, I just need more. (Participant 4)

Furthermore, many participants attributed the high intensity and weights used during WODs as a reason for their injuries. Participant 5 mentioned “I was tired, and it was heavy” Similarly, participant 9 mentioned “I was just doing a fast workout, so I was doing cleans to box jumps to a max out row… It (lower back) just tighten up straight away”. The fatigue experienced during WODs could also lead to a decrease in focus on technique, increasing the risk of accidental injuries from occurring. Participant 1 mentioned “We workout under fatigue right… You are not focusing. Shit happens”.

**Insufficient Physiological Knowledge**

Accounts mentioned the lack of physiological knowledge passed down from the coaches to athletes as another cause of injury. Athletes associated carrying lighter weights with the lack of muscular development. Participant 2 mentioned “if I go lighter this week then you know, like I will get weaker” which led her to carry the same weight every week despite feeling pain in her lower back. Similarly, participants observed that CrossFitters pushed themselves to the maximum every training session. The misconception athletes had was that full benefit from every workout could only be attained through giving your 100%. Participant 1 mentioned “people don’t realize that… its ok to be training at an 80% intensity, you will still improve”. Furthermore, athletes associated taking rest days to muscle atrophy. “They feel uncomfortable if they don’t do it for the day… Maybe they are afraid of losing their gains” (participant 5).

In addition, majority of participants associated their injury experiences with executing movements with the wrong technique or with improper muscle activations. In relation to her shoulder injury, participant 4 mentioned “engaged more of the traps compared to using more of the scaps to hold the weight on top of my head”. Similarly, participant 7 correlated his lower back injury to “no tension at all from my posterior chain” when executing a heavy deadlift. This suggests a lack of guidance from the coaches, which could have corrected such faulty techniques. This issue was further amplified when coaches focused their attention on the weights used. Participant 9 mentioned “some coaches… put the weight on, come on, let’s go, get a PB”.

**Impatience**

Even though CrossFit is scalable, athletes are always looking to learn new skills or more efficient movement patterns. Participant 9 mentioned “You want to have that first kipping pull up or your first muscle up, it’s like a massive thing for some Crossfitters”. It was found that injuries occur when athletes lacked patience and rushed through learning new skills. Participant 6 mentioned “they try to… rush to the next progression… Think that oh, I have already mastered this progression without spending much time at that level”.

But they haven’t got the base…the requirements for that (ring muscle-up) would be at least 5 strict pull ups and then 5 strict ring dips and then you got to learn that movement pattern… You have that false grip and then transition from your pull-up to your dip and people don’t have the patience to do it and they don’t have the muscles, haven’t got enough like muscle unit recruit-
ment so it’s literally like you’re asking for injuries. (Participant 9, Coach)

In addition, when athletes do learn a more efficient movement pattern (i.e. butterfly pull ups), they usually stick to them during WODs which may induce a sudden trauma to their connective tissues, inducing injuries. Participant 8 associated her shoulder injury to “doing butterfly for high volume… I went too fast too soon.” Participant 3 (coach) mentioned “we look for mechanics, then you go consistent in the movement then you go for intensity”. Efficient movement patterns usually utilize a bigger range of motion (ROM), causing more stress on the tissues. Hence, without learning the proper technique and having a solid muscular foundation, undue stress is placed on the connective tissues when done in high repetitions.

Performance & Peer Pressure

The performance and peer pressures experienced by CrossFitters was another cause of injury mentioned by participants. WODs are conducted in a group setting where athletes are prescribed the same workout program and weights (RX). Athletes were pressured to hit the RX in order to feel a sense of belonging with the rest of the class. This was mentioned by participant 2 “fear of missing out” and participant 8 “when you compare to someone else or you... see why is the class progressing but I’m still here then you will try to push yourself a little bit more than you are able to handle”. This issue is further heightened when athletes partner up during WODs. Participant 2 mentioned “this buddy is starting to progress more than you are... You also push yourself to hit the same weight... Maybe your body is not ready to be hitting that weight”. Similarly, participant 5 mentioned “When I’m doing with people that like are slightly above my level then I try to push myself” The desire to be at the same level with others pressures athletes to perform over their own limits.

However, accounts revealed that athletes may simply enjoy the challenge of pushing their limits. Participant 4 mentioned “RX weight was like super heavy... Yah, and I just went ahead”. Similarly, participant 5 mentioned “It was particularly heavy that day”. Despite knowing that the weight was heavy, athletes still went ahead with the RX weight. Participant 1 (coach) mentioned “they think their body can handle it but no they can’t”. The pressure to perform and push one’s boundaries could be beneficial in improving individual’s fitness levels but coaches felt that this should still be done within the confines of safety.

Recovery Management of Injuries among CrossFitters

Management of injuries comprised of both self-care and seeking professional care. Such methods were used by athletes to manage current injuries and also to prevent similar injuries from occurring.

Recovery Fundamentals

Participants expressed the need for sufficient rest before going back to training. Participant 1 mentioned “I will rest for 4 days or 1 week.” Several participants stopped CrossFit for a week after sustaining their injuries. Furthermore, participants emphasized the need for sufficient sleep and supplementing the body with proper nutrients as vital for injury recovery. Participant 8 mentioned “once you have a lot of perseverative in your food, your body will have to deal with that instead of the injury”. Participant 1 also mentioned “Do you drink enough water? Do you eat enough fruits? Do you have enough greens?”

Mobilization and Tissue Release

Accounts also revealed the importance of regular mobilization and tissue release in managing injuries and preventing further injuries from occurring. Participants reported that mobility was under-appreciated before an injury occurred and only stretched regularly after sustaining injuries.

When you roll and you stretch right, it targets the root of the problem. Em, towards you getting more injury. Because it helps you get more flexibility, become like more. You have more mobility when you stretch and roll. So like when you have better range of movement, it decreases your chances of getting injured. (Participant 4)

The aim of mobilization was to help increase one’s ROM, preventing further injuries from oc-
curring. In addition to mobilization, athletes also frequent the use of self-myofascial release (SMR) to release tensions. A large portion of participants utilized foam rolling while a handful of participants utilized the lacrosse ball. Participant 2 mentioned “cause that spot is injured, the muscles around it will tighten up so it (lacrosse ball) just loosens it up”. Electrical muscular stimulator (EMS) such as PowerDot was also utilized by athletes to release tension build-up. However, a few participants expressed that they don’t use it frequently due to the cumbersome nature of it.

Coach’s Care

Coaches should be prepared to develop regimes to help athletes work around their injuries. Participant 1 (coach) mentioned “anything that causes pain, just don’t do it”. Similarly, participant 2 (coach) mentioned “my rule is always, if there is pain, then don’t do it”. Athletes could use this time of injury to build other physical competencies. Participant 9 mentioned “I will still be on an assault bike or on a rower, getting my engine still.” Mental support from Coaches was also deemed as essential by participants.

She (coach) was very calm about it… Which is what you need. Rather than someone who is like OMG, don’t do this don’t do that… Rather than limit my training in terms of like train less, more like work around it, what else can we do…. It’s more assuring that I’m not helpless and I’m not crippled by the injury. (Participant 8)

In addition, participants recalled their coaches teaching them rehabilitation techniques. Participant 7 mentioned “he has been giving me a lot of advice on what to do to activate my lats, what to do to activate my scapular, traps and all that”. When asked what he would do when his athletes got injured, participant 3 mentioned “I would prescribe rehab. I mean I do research on that”. Majority of participants expressed the importance of rehab in recovery. Participant 9 mentioned “if you got bad shoulders, you should do activation exercises for that shoulder. Get those little muscles stronger”.

Medical Practitioners

Participants revealed the importance of visiting the doctor for injury diagnosis. However, a few noted the inadequacies of visiting the doctor. Participant 1 mentioned “you go to a MRI, it is just for you to double confirm you got a herniated disk or not. So what does that help? That didn’t help anything”. Similarly, participant 6 mentioned “They also didn’t find a problem with my MRI” despite feeling pain.

Most of the participants visited a physiotherapist to aid in their injury recovery. However, only participant 5 found it beneficial. He mentioned that the physiotherapist taught him “stretches and everything”. Other participants felt that the sessions did not help. Participant 8 mentioned “with those physios sometimes they are very conservative, and they treat you like a grandma who also needs physiotherapy… I don’t feel like I need it.”

Participants 5 and 9 sought help from chiropractors. Both mentioned that the chiropractor realigned them and helped release muscle tensions. Participant 5 mentioned “I feel less pain, I feel looser… I feel more mobile”.

Majority of participants sought treatment from Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) practitioners. Some participants expressed TCM as beneficial for general body maintenance while others mentioned how TCM looked for muscle imbalances and inactivation. Participant 2 mentioned “she will do test on you to check where your imbalance is or like certain muscle that is not firing well then she will give you drills to do to work on that”. Accounts also mentioned how TCM helped alleviate pain experienced. Participant 4 mentioned “I go when I cannot take the pain anymore.”. Similarly, participant 7 mentioned TCM “release some pressure on the lower back”.

Coaching

CrossFit coaches undertake full responsibility in planning “safe, efficient and effective” programs (CrossFit., 2019). In spite of the limited time CrossFit classes have, a proper warmup should not be overseen for athlete's safety. Warm-ups increase the elasticity and length to failure of the muscle-tendon unit (Safran et al., 1998). Recommended by Reynolds (2008), a well-crafted warm-up starts with a relatively easy aerobic activity followed by sport-specific dynamic warm-up.

Coaches should also be wary of the specifics of the WOD in terms of the order of movements,
repetition scheme and prescribed weights (RX). Exhaustion caused by high intensity anaerobic exercise could lead to a decrease in concentration and skill ultimately increasing risk of injury (Montalvo et al., 2017). This is especially so since technical skills such as Olympic weightlifting and powerlifting are incorporated into CrossFit (Mullins, 2015). Guidelines provided by American College of Sports Medicine include executing multijointed exercises before single-joint exercises as well as having 1 to 2 minutes rest between sets when carrying heavy loads (1-6 Repetition Maximum (RM)) (Kraemer et al., 2002). Coaches could design their programs around such guidelines and tailor the RX weights to individuals by providing them % 1RM instead. Furthermore, coaches could emphasize the purpose of the workouts (i.e. metabolic conditioning, muscle hypertrophy, barbell cycling) and ensure weights used are within the boundaries of the athlete’s safety.

Furthermore, coaches need to be alert towards athletes executing complex movements such as Olympic lifts and powerlifting (Mullins, 2015). In the heat of intensity, athletes usually overlook the importance of technique. Hence, coaches need to be more active in observing, assessing and correcting athletes during workouts. Scaled movements could also be taught with the reassurance on the importance of focusing on technique rather than on intensity.

Mutual Surveillance and Pressure

CrossFitters are prescribed the same WOD and are exercising at the same time and space, promoting mutual surveillance and competitiveness as well as pushing one another to keep going despite exhaustion (Crockett & Butryn, 2018). It was mentioned that only when the researcher showed his ability to match others was he then respected rather than “invisible” (Crockett & Butryn, 2018). This was similar to participants’ accounts that mentioned the pressure to use certain weights to be accepted by the community. This could be explained by individuals wanting to satisfy their need for belongingness which is innate among humans (Maslow, 1943). Participants also mentioned the pressure to level with their partners during workouts. As athletes usually partner others who are of similar abilities, when they observe their partners executing certain movements or lifting certain weights, they start to believe that they are able to and would also attempt to do the same. This is in accordance with the social learning theory that when people observe others of the same ability doing something, they believe that they themselves can do the same (Bandura & Walters, 1977).

The athletes’ score in terms of their time to finish or the total number of repetitions done in the prescribed timeframe are usually written on the whiteboard (Crockett & Butryn, 2018). Athletes use such scorings to compare themselves to others (Crockett & Butryn, 2018). Such a public acknowledgement of scoring pressures athletes to focus on movement efficiency rather than on technique (Crockett & Butryn, 2018). Hence, coaches need to be proactive in instilling a cautious mentality into athletes, educating them on the risks involved and progressions they can take when learning new movements. Appendix D provides a skill progression chart that coaches could utilize to educate athletes learning new skills. Athletes need to put in the time to develop strength in the connective tissues and supportive muscles before proceeding on to more advanced movement patterns. Furthermore, coaches need to be more observant and stop athletes when they see that they are over-pushing themselves. Before WODs, coaches need to properly set the intention of trainings and emphasize the need to focus on self rather than on others (Gagnon & Long, 2019).

Self-care

Sufficient rest, proper nutrition and regular mobilization were among self-care methods participants used to manage injuries. Studies show that a few days of immobilization post-injury is favorable to allow the formation of scar tissues strong enough to withstand forces (Järvinen et al., 2007). However, immobilization should be limited to a week before muscle atrophy occurs (Järvinen & Lehto, 1993). Self-care methods should be recommended for all athletes, regardless of injuries. During the Non Rapid Eye Movement (NREM) sleep phase, there is a release of growth hormones and an increase in protein synthesis which are essential for tissue regeneration (Fullagar et al., 2015). Participants also discussed the need for regular mobilization in preventing future injuries from occurring. Mobilization such as stretching increases flexibility and mobility of muscles and tendons, helping athletes increase their ROM (Bandy et al., 1998). A good ROM ensures athletes can get into positions comfortably, reducing strain placed on connective tissues. Furthermore, after sustaining an injury, scar tissues may form at the joint, resulting in joints having limited ROM. To stretch the joint capsule, low load, prolong duration (LLPD) stretching could be utilized where low load is applied for...
a period of time at the end of the joints’ current ROM (Three-Dimensional Physical Therapy, 2019).

The usage of SMR tools such as foam roller, lacrosse ball and EMS were frequent by all participants to release tension build-up. During exercise, the fascia surrounding the muscles get tight, restricting blood flow to those areas (Ganfield, 2009). Myofascial release stretches and loosens the fascia so that the patient’s ROM is restored (Ganfield, 2009). Furthermore, SMR increases joint ROM and aids with muscle recovery through reducing muscle soreness (Cheatham et al., 2015; Schroeder & Best, 2015).

Professional care

When athletes sustain an injury, it is punitive for athletes to consult a medical professional such as a doctor or physiotherapist to get a diagnosis (Hackney, 1994), which many of the participants did. Accounts have also revealed that almost all participants visited a TCM practitioner to ease their pain. TCM practitioners utilize tui na, acupuncture and cupping among other techniques to help patients maintain good health (Cosio & Lin, n.d.). Tui na was reported to help increase blood flow and aid in lower back pain when coupled with core stability exercises (Lei et al., 2015; Tang et al., 2016). Acupuncture and cupping methods were also reviewed to help alleviate pain (Fletcher, 2018; Huzar, 2019).

In addition, accounts revealed that coaches played a vital role in easing athletes back into training. Coaches need to help maintain the general fitness of athletes and restrain premature return of athletes (Hackney, 1994). This could be done through the provision of scaling options or alternate workout regiments for athletes to work around their injuries. Coaches could also take the initiative to educate athletes on rehabilitation techniques. The aim of rehabilitation is to rebuild the anatomy and physiology of the injured area. Rehabilitation helps with the flexibility, joint ROM, proprioception and coordination of the injured areas (Physiopedia, n.d.).

Limitations and Future Studies

The time between when athletes sustained their injuries and the interviews provided potential for selective recall especially when the injury may have happened years ago. Future research could explore prescribing CrossFit coaches with a more comprehensive understanding of human anatomy and potential causes of injuries as well as a detailed rehabilitation program for CrossFit specific injuries. Observation methodologies in addition to interviews could substantiate future research to garner a more in-depth understanding of why CrossFitters get injured.

CONCLUSION

The lack of qualitative studies done restricts coaches’ understanding on the reasons behind CrossFitters’ injuries. Hence, this study wanted to gain a more holistic understanding on the reasons behind injury and injury management techniques among CrossFitters through interviewing. Causes of injury include poor workout program designs, insufficient physiological knowledge passed down from coaches to athletes, athlete’s impatience when learning new skills as well as athletes conforming to performance and peer pressures. Therefore, coaches should design their programs with the athlete’s safety in mind and foster an environment that values patience, strength building discipline and safety. Athletes should also pay extra attention to their movement technique and be self-reflective in their physical capabilities. All athletes should regularly practice conservative physiological recovery and seek treatment from medical practitioners when necessary.

Quantitative studies were effective in measuring the prevalence of injuries among CrossFitters but were unable to effectively understand why injuries occurred. Hence, through this qualitative study was deeper and more detailed answers provided to understand why CrossFitters got injured. Risk factors like impatience when learning new skills or athletes being pressured to perform during workouts were not accounted for in previous research. Through the efforts of the coaches and active awareness of athletes, such a mindset could be changed.
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